The Committee has been focusing on the World Championships in Basingstoke 2017.

The major points were:

* Scheduled. Fredrik Celinder from Sweden and Charilie Mead helped.

* A new system for counting overall points was needed. Conrad Damon has developed one.

* Planning DDC, Dieter Johansson from Sweden has helped.

* Age groups.

* Helping Robb the TOC in Basingstoke.

Here is from the world championship 2017 in Basingstoke.

A list from small to big, as in easiest to hardest, In contact with Robb.

**Easy/small**

Got TOC, Brighton jammers, Jason McGlade and Sophie Rickers run the freestyle event, Basingstoke
dg member, Shawn "Jeff" Gallman the officiate SCF.

Charlie Mead to manage DG and Discathon.

Harvey Brandt to run DDC

Conrad Damon has supplied his very excellent scoring system. !!! Very important!!

Some of the club members who originally backed the bid quit once Basingstoke won, which then made things a little bit disorganised for Robb.

Had website built - Nige at Disczoo.

Had logo designed - Caleb Damanhuri.

Hired - rugby club, marquees, toilets,

Organised lunches and refreshments

Get use of park from local authority

Sourced equipment, ie. rope cones etc.

Sourced Medals and player pack items,
Bigger things, took some work

Get a discount at Hotel and reserve rooms,

Create fb page with help from Rob McLeod.

Order discs - through Discraft and Disczoo,

Schedule - getting the schedule to fit to ok a while to do, had some help from Fredrik and Charlie.

Getting more volunteers,

Register players on website - lessons from Nige,

Hard lots to do Opening and closing ceremonies organising, these is lots of work

Keeping people in touch with each other,

Very hard work and time consuming

Council negotiations

Camping, eventually after months of emailing to the same local Authority

Negotiations with Kempshott Conservation Society - regarding part of the DG course, they have been quite hard work to deal with regarding the conservation area

Sponsorship - getting sponsorship is proving difficult, have good relationship with Disczoo

Publicity – A couple of articles written in our local newspaper, and Robb has asked Mike Bushell (BBC sport) if he’ll come back for the WOC,

Meetings - organising meetings

Emails - there are many many to read write and answer,

Paperwork, lots.

Tomas Burvall